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1. Single stone Diamond ring with 8 shoulder diamonds and 32 side shoulder diamonds 
in platinum handmade mount, with 4 claw center setting 

Ring metal composition electronic tested as platinum; “stamped PLAT” flat buff top band, 
approx 4.6mm where band meets setting  

Ring has a tapered 4 claw center setting, shoulder and side shoulder diamonds bead grain set 
in to shoulders and side of shoulders, band is swept up to and under setting  

Center diamond round brilliant cut (laser inscribed on girdle GIA 5333224675) 
size 7.98 – 8.04mm x 5mm 
weight 2.00ct  
Overall depth 62.5% 
colour (I) clarity (VVS2) 

16 shoulder diamonds 32 side shoulder diamonds; small round brilliant cut, approx size 8 @ 
1.9mm each, 32 @ 0.08mm each; approx weight 8 @ 0.03ct each, 32 @ 0.005ct each; approx 
total weight 0.40ct 
GTL has not seen the diamonds loose formal information supplied for center diamond, (GIA report 5333224675) 
GTL have checked and confirmed as best possible as seen mounted dimensions, weights and gradings; 
shoulder diamonds estimated and appraised as seen while set in mounts. Center diamond weight approx 2.00ct 
Center diamond round brilliant cut and of an excellent cut/grade  

All diamond measurements, (diameter & depths), weights and gradings are approximate and estimated. Colour 
and clarity may be masked due to mounts and metals used. All gems are normally graded loose for more 
accuracy, any weight, measurement/s colour & clarity grades if assessed in settings may differ if seen loose. 
GTL have not seen the gems loose so have appraised it based on these estimations and within the limitations of 
the setting. All listed grades, measurements, weights etc are all conditional as the above note 

Diamonds show mixed fluorescence; center diamond moderate purplish, shoulder and side diamonds (inert) nil to 
moderate toe bright blue/violet and yellowish fluorescent colour reaction to L.W.U.V. radiation  

Ring total weight approx 11.31grams  

Ring is in ‘safe’ condition;  

Finger size approx (I) 

Insurable Value 

Total value  Insurable Value N.Z. $73,500.00 
Exchange rate US $0.6205    Platinum per oz US $891.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

$73,500.00 

 

 

 

 

The estimated values and information contained in this report are the considered opinion of the Appraiser. Value is 
determined using average percentage profit margins for importers, wholesalers, and retail levels. Profit margins are at 
the discretion of the seller and item/s can be a matter of negotiation and fluctuations in the exchange rate, bullion 
prices and stone base prices. We accept no liability for variations in valuations. The qualities of the stones are estimates 
only, except where specifically stated the stones were removed and graded. We assume no liability with respect to any 
action that may be taken on the basis of this appraisal.  Insurance policies are generally on an indemnity basis.  Values 
stated do not represent any possible settlement.  The above values are inclusive of GST 

“This appraisal has been prepared in conformity with generally accepted professional ethics of The Jewellery Appraisers 
Society of N.Z. Inc” 

................................................ASSESSOR 
 
GRAEME E. PETERSEN.   F.G.A. 
MEMBER:     G.A.N.Z., 
FELLOWSHIP:    G.A. GR.BR. 
MEMBER:  JASNZ; J&WNZ  
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